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Abstract–The current work describes the design, construction 

and commissioning of a new test rig (named Stribeck) and presents 

the first results obtained.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Numerous experimental test rigs dedicated to 

hydrodynamic bearings already exist [1,2], but they are often 

designed as tools which aim is to validate numerical models 

and are thus not representative of real components operating in 

the industry. This work aims to present the first tests operated 

on the brand new test rig of our team from Pprime Institute. 

II. PRESENTATION OF THE TEST RIG

Fig. 1 General scheme of the test rig. 

In its first configuration (Figs. 1 & 2), the test rig is 

composed of a 315 mm diameter shaft supported by two 

hydrodynamic bearings (lemon shape). The shaft is coupled to 

an electrical motor (4 000 rpm max; 230 kW). A radial load 

(500 kN max) is applied to the rotor according to two 

specifically designed cam rollers and a hydraulic jack. The 

direction of the load can also be changed (+/- 45° versus the 

vertical direction). All these parts are mounted on a 

rigid/heavy frame (35 tons) which vibration is isolated from 

the rest of the lab. 

The original housing of the two bearings is modified in 

order to integrate thermocouples and pressure sensors (Fig. 3). 

One end of the shaft is also instrumented with pressure, 

temperature and displacement sensors. The front bearing is 

mounted on a force balance composed of four 3-components 

force sensors that are preloaded between two rigid plates. All 

these sensors allow to measure pressure and temperature at the 

film/bush and film/shaft interface, displacements of the shaft 

and friction torque.  

Fig. 2 General view of the test rig. 

A 1200 liters hydraulic unit feeds each bearing with oil at 

a flowrate up to 200 l/min and regulated temperature up to 

80°C. First tests on a babbitted two-lobe journal bearing will 

be described and the performance of the bearing will be 

detailed in terms of pressure, temperature, torque and film 

thickness measurements. The presentation will point out the 

real capabilities of the test rig. 

Fig. 3 View of a housing with its equipment 
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